
          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

R5 AMIENS [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX GELINOTTE - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. IDEE MELOC - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two runs but she is better this shorter 
distance. Did run well at this course twice before that and has a winning chance 

2. INES DES FORETS - A winner over this course and distance in May. Unreliable since but is 
capable of earning some minor money 

3. IDOLE DE LA TOUQUE - Remains barefoot. Unreliable but is in good form at the moment and 
is best around this distance. Has a winning chance 

4. IDOLE DE LA ROUVRE - Remains barefoot. Much improved last run when third but does 
seem to prefer that course. Might place 

5. IROISE JISCE - Remains barefoot. This in a claimer last time out. More needed to win this 
race but could play a minor role 

6. IRELAND TEAM - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak and has disqualification issues. 
Unreliable of late but she ran well when runner-up last time out and can go one better 

7. ISAKA - Remains barefoot. Very unreliable and was only sixth last time out but she has won 
three times this year and is clearly not out of it 

8. IDOLE DE NAVARY - Remains barefoot. On a long losing run since only win but is in fair form 
at the moment and can contest the finish 

9. IZARRA XURIA - On a very long losing run and has major disqualification issues. Others are 
much preferred 

10. INESTELLE - Yet to win a race. Third over a lot further last time out but is capable of playing 
a minor role this shorter distance 

11. IRMA DE L'ECLAIR - Won over this distance in August but she has struggled in two starts 
since then. Can upset 

Summary : A tough start for the punter. IDEE MELOC (1) has disappointed twice since winning 
over this distance but can bounce back to score. IRELAND TEAM (6) has been unreliable of late 
but is coming off a good last run. ISAKA (7) has been good this year winning three times but is 
also very unreliable. IDOLE DE LA TOUQUE (3) is in good form at present and would not be a 
surprise winner. 

SELECTIONS 

IDEE MELOC (1) - IRELAND TEAM (6) - ISAKA (7) - IDOLE DE LA TOUQUE (3) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C2 - PRIX LE NEMROD - AMIENS - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 30.000  

 
1. FILS D'HAUFOR - Best recent run was third in a claimer. Needs to a lot more than that to win 
this race. Others are preferred 

2. GENET DE BOITRON - Not disgraced when fifth last time out. Has disqualification issues and 
has not won for some time but is capable of an upset 

3. HAPPY FACE - Remains barefoot. Disqualified last time out but is better judged on his good 
previous start win and can bounce back to score 

4. GENERAL D'AMOUR - Very unreliable of late but has been good this year winning three times 
and is capable of bouncing back to score 

5. FRISE PONT VAUTIER - Not disgraced when fourth last time out. Heavily raced since winning 
twice in July but has a winning chance 

6. HAUTBRION COLMI - Remains barefoot. In good form of late and won twice in July. Should 
be right there at the finish 

7. GIBUS DE NAVARY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing form since winning in March and has 
struggled of late. Best watched this time 

8. ESTIL D'OSTAL - On a very long losing streak, Struggling of late and needs major 
improvement to win this race 

9. GUNICA DE CAHOT - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak but was not disgraced when 
fifth last time out. Distance suited and could play a minor role 

10. HOTEL MYSTIC - Disappointing last run when ninth. Better over a shorter distance but might 
be good enough for a minor role 

11. HARBOUR D'ORGERES - Remains barefoot. Disqualified in last two starts but is versatile 
distance -wise and is capable of winning if smart 

Summary : HAPPY FACE (3) won well in his penultimate start and his last start disqualification is 
best ignored. He can bounce back to win. FRISE PONT VAUTIER (5) ran well when fourth last 
time out and could be returning to best form. HAUTBRION COLMI (6) is in good form and 
deserves respect. GENET DE BOITRON (2) has disqualification issues but is capable of an 
upset. 

SELECTIONS 

HAPPY FACE (3) - FRISE PONT VAUTIER (5) - HAUTBRION COLMI (6) - GENET DE 

BOITRON (2) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C3 - PRIX LE TABAC DU MOULIN - MOREUIL - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - 

Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - More than a year since last win. Has really struggled with 
disqualifications this year and is best watched for now 

2. HERMES DU CHATAULT - Only found one better last time out. Better this shorter distance 
and should be the one to beat 

3. HAMBLETONIAN - Unreliable this year without winning when barefoot. Not barefoot this time 
and others are preferred 

4. HITA SANTIGNY - Remains barefoot, Very consistent of late and should like this shorter 
distance. Deserves respect 

5. HATALANTE DE FLO - Remains barefoot. Hat-trick seeking after some nice wins but this 
looks a tougher task. Might place 

6. HAPPYDAY VERDIERES - Remains barefoot. Capable of better than recent runs and has run 
well over this course and distance. Consider 

7. HELIOS D'EURVAD - Showed improvement when fourth last time out. Won when last barefoot 
in August and is barefoot again. Go close 

8. HERCULE DE BEA - On a very long losing run. Has lost his way of late and was only ninth 
when last seen over this track and trip 

9. HARMONIE PICARDE - Well tried this year without. Won over this course and distance last 
year and could be the surprise package of the race 

10. HILTON DU HOULET - In very good form of late. Has not won for some time but is capable of 
finishing in the money once again 

11. HENRY DE L'ECLAIR - Won over this course and distance in April. Disappointing since then 
but is barefoot. Might place 

12. HORCHATA - Remains barefoot. Only win of the year was in April and has been struggling of 
late. Best watched this time 

13. HAMPTON AMERICA - Remains barefoot. Has some talent and did win twice earlier this 
year. Struggling of late and has disqualification issues 

14. HUIT MAI DIGEO - Remains barefoot. Fit and in good form but may prefer a longer distance 
than this. Can upset 

Summary : HERMES DU CHATAULT (2) has been very good of late and only found one better 
last time out. He won two nice races before that and can win again over this shorter distance. 
HELIOS D'EURVAD (7) was not disgraced when fourth last time out when not barefoot. He is 
barefoot and was a winner the last time he was barefoot. HITA SANTIGNY (4) has been very 
consistent of late and clearly not out of it. HAPPYDAY VERDIERES (6) has run well over this 
course and distance before. 

SELECTIONS 

HERMES DU CHATAULT (2) - HELIOS D'EURVAD (7) - HITA SANTIGNY (4) - HAPPYDAY 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

VERDIERES (6) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C4 - PRIX LE TREFLE - BEAUCAMPS LE VIEUX - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class 

- Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. JULES DE LA FUTAIE - Remains barefoot. Unreliable but did win his penultimate start and is 
capable of playing a minor role 

2. JOKER DU LEVANT - Both his wins have been this year but he was only modest of late. 
Capable of contesting the finish 

3. JUSTIN DE MARCAY - Has shown promise with his three wins this year. Not disgraced when 
third last time out and can win again 

4. JINGLE FAN - Not disgraced when fourth last time out and has won twice this year. Capable 
of contesting the finish once again 

5. JUST ME DIESCHOOT - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and his last win was over a lot further 
but he deserves respect in this line-up 

6. JANOU POULOT - Disappointing last two runs when barefoot. Did better with this shoeing 
arrangement before that. Has a winning chance 

7. JUSTY DU OLPASI - Disappointing last run when eighth. Won a Mounted race before that and 
is probably best in that discipline 

8. JEDEON CLEVILLE - On a long losing run since only win. Disappointing last run when 
barefoot and ninth. Not barefoot this time. Might place 

9. JET SPE - Has major disqualification issues but has also won when smart. Hard to trust but is 
clearly not out of it 

10. JUDIKATHOR GAME - Unreliable and has disqualification issues. Probably better over 
further but is capable of winning if smart 

11. JOHAR DES CHARMES - Has yet to win a race after 19 attempts. Mostly modest form of late 
and needs to find a few lengths to win. Might play a minor role 

12. JEWEL D'AUCHY - Disqualified in his last two starts and has yet to win a race after 22 starts. 
Others are much preferred 

Summary : JUSTIN DE MARCAY (3) tackles a bit stronger this time but he has done well when 
scoring three times this year and should be the one to beat. JANOU POULOT (6) has 
disappointed when barefoot but did better with this shoeing arrangement and could bounce back 
and win. JUST ME DIESCHOOT (5)unreliable and does prefer further but is not out of it. JOKER 
DU LEVANT (2) could be a bit better than some fair recent runs. 

SELECTIONS 

JUSTIN DE MARCAY (3) - JANOU POULOT (6) - JUST ME DIESCHOOT (5) - JOKER DU 

LEVANT (2) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C5 - PRIX LE RETRO - L'ETOILE - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 20.000  

 
1. JUTLAND - Much improved of late and is coming off a good runner-up performance. Has run 
well this course and distance. Go close 

2. JEROLINA FLAC - Disappointing last run when eighth. Probably better around this distance 
and could play a minor role 

3. JULIANA DES LUCAS - Disqualified last time out at Vincennes. Did better when fourth over 
this track and trip before that and has a place chance 

4. JOLIE STAR BLONDE - Unreliable since winning in February. Disqualified last time out and is 
probably best watched this time 

5. JESSAMINA - Her only win was a claimer and she was modest in eighth last time. Did better 
before that and can contest the finish 

6. JADE DU BILLARD - Remains barefoot. In good form of late but was only fifth when last seen 
over this track and distance. Place chance 

7. JUSTICE DE JOUDES - Three nice wins to her name but also five disqualifications. Good last 
two runs and and is barefoot this time. Big chance 

8. JINA FAST - Unreliable since she won in May but she is suited to this distance and has a 
winning chance in this line-up 

9. JOYCE DE LA COUR - Returned to her best when scoring lats time out but was only eighth in 
a claimer before that. Prefer others 

10. JOCONDE DES PRES - Much improved last run when barefoot. Remains barefoot and is 
capable of contesting the finish again 

11. JACOTTE DU GUELIER - Has yet to win after 18 starts. Only sixth in a claimer last time out 
and needs to do more to win this race 

12. JOSIE NONANTAISE - Won when first barefoot but has struggled in last two starts. Remains 
barefoot and is capable of an upset 

13. JAZIE PONT VAUTIER - Has her disqualification issues and is hard to trust but she did win 
well in September and cannot be written off from a surprise 

14. JAVA DE L'ORMERIE - Yet to win after 25 attempts. Disqualified in her last three starts and 
is probably best watched this time 

Summary : JUSTICE DE JOUDES (7) is clearly hard to trust but if smart she may have the 
measure of these rivals. JUTLAND (1) looks much improved of late but took a long time to win 
her first race. JINA FAST (8) is suited to this distance but she has been unreliable of late. 
JESSAMINA (5) needs to do more than her last run showed but did better before that. 

SELECTIONS 

JUSTICE DE JOUDES (7) - JUTLAND (1) - JINA FAST (8) - JESSAMINA (5) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C6 - PRIX ESPACE PRESSE CCIAL - AMIENS GLISY - 2900m (a1 13/16m) - 

National - Harness - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. KAVAL BOURBON - Unreliable and has been disqualified in three of six starts since winning 
in June. Others are preferred 

2. KAIRA DU DAMIER - Unreliable and was well beaten in her last two starts. Capable of doing 
better but others are much preferred 

3. KAP PAASLOO - Returned to his best form with a solid win last time out. Unreliable and has 
disqualification issues but he can follow up 

4. KOSANOSTRA - Fluffed her lines with a disqualification last time out. Good form before that 
and could bounce back to score trying a longer distance 

5. KARPANINO - Disqualified in last three starts and both wins were in claimers. Needs to do 
more to win this race 

6. KNOK - Yet to win a race but was not disgraced when fifth at Vincennes last time out. Probably 
prefers shorter but is not out of it 

7. KEPI DEL - Disqualified twice in his nine starts but has also been runner-up five times. 
Capable of contesting the finish again 

8. KAPLA DEVOL - Has lost his way in four starts since winning in June. Could prefer this 
distance but others are preferred 

9. KENO PETTEVINIERE - Unreliable but bounce back to win a nice race last time out. This 
looks a tougher task but he deserves respect 

Summary : KAP PAASLOO (3) has some disqualification issues and he has been unreliable but 
he is capable of following up on his good last win. KOSANOSTRA (4) let her supporters down 
with a recent disqualification but she is capable of bouncing back to score. KENO 
PETTEVINIERE (9) has to give them start but he won well last time out and deserves respect. 
KNOK (6) probably prefers shorter but that is not a guarantee. 

SELECTIONS 

KAP PAASLOO (3) - KOSANOSTRA (4) - KENO PETTEVINIERE (9) - KNOK (6) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C7 - PX LA GAILLETTE D'OR VENDIN LES BETHUNE - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - 

Class - Harness - EUR € 16.500  

 
1. LA STAR ROC - A two-year-old filly by Aldo des Champs out of Corsica Roc who is making 
her debut. Could be ready to score on debut 

2. LAMATTA - A two-year-old filly by Real de Lou out of Cokimaha who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

3. LEGENDE CHENEVIERE - A two-year-old filly by Booster Winner out of Charming Legend 
who is making her debut. Watch the betting 

4. LUNA D'ARNHEM - A two-year-old filly by Doberman out of Egée de Mahey who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

5. LEGION D'OURVILLE - Did not show much when eight on debut. Capable of vast improved at 
this course. One to watch 

6. LORIE DE LA PRADE - Disqualified in four of her five starts. Only sixth in her others runs so is 
best watched for now 

7. LILY DE L'AUNAY - Fourth on her recent debut. This shorter distance could suit and she 
should be right there at the finish 

8. LA BELLE D'URVILLE - Disqualified in tow of her four starts so is hard to trust but has two 
fourth-place finishes to her so might play a minor role if smart 

9. LOCCA DU BELLAY - Showed what she is capable of with a good third at Vincennes last time 
out. Could have more to offer but she has disqualification issues 

10. LIKE A BIRD STAR - Runner-up on her debut over a similar distance last time out. Tackles 
stronger but may well be up to it 

Summary : A tough race with so many newcomers. LIKE A BIRD STAR (10) ran well on debut 
and could well go one better this time but she is trying a different surface. LILY DE L'AUNAY (7) 
showed promise on debut and should have improvement forthcoming. She will be a danger. LA 
STAR ROC (1) makes her debut and would not be a surprise winner. LOCCA DU BELLAY (9) 
showed improvement last time out and has a winning chance. 

SELECTIONS 

LIKE A BIRD STAR (10) - LILY DE L'AUNAY (7) - LA STAR ROC (1) - LOCCA DU BELLAY 

(9) 



          SUNDAY, 29/10/23 

 

C8 - PRIX ATOUT KINTRABELL - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR 

€ 6.000  

 
1. HARIBELLE DANOVER - Broke a long line of disqualifications when scoring last time out. 
Keeps that shoeing arrangement and can follow up if smart 

2. FAKIR DU VALLON - Remains barefoot. On a very long losing streak and was well beaten last 
time out. More needed to win this race 

3. HELIOS DES RACQUES - Very disappointing last two runs. Was in good form before that and 
is capable of bouncing back to score 

4. GYNERIUM NAY - Only seventh at this course in his penultimate start but bounced back to win 
latest start. Not out of it 

5. GOLDY LOVE DE REM - Remains barefoot. Last win was in 2021. Fair penultimate run when 
fourth and could play a minor role 

6. FIGARO DU FAN - On a very long losing run. Disappointing recent form and needs to find a 
few lengths to win 

7. FOLIA DU GLANON - On a very long losing run. Much improved last run when runner-up but 
was barefoot that time and is not barefoot this time. Might place 

8. GUEST STAR - Remains barefoot. On a very long losing run since only win. Holding form 
nicely at present and can contest the finish again 

9. ECLAIR DES PRES - Showed some improvement when barefoot and fifth last time out. 
Remains barefoot and could finish in the money 

10. HAPPY HERO - Returned to best when scoring last time out. Keeps that shoeing 
arrangement but tackles stronger this time. Place chance 

11. FAUCON JOYEUX - Ultra consistent in low stake racing and has won over this course and 
distance. Not out of it 

12. EL MESSIE JOROCO - Fair last two runs but has been heavily raced since winning June. 
More needed to win this race 

13. FOUR ROSES - Has her disqualification  issues but she has had a good year winning three 
times and is capable of an upset 

14. HAVANE D'OCCAGNES - On a very long losing run and has lost his way of late. Capable of 
doing better but others are preferred 

Summary : A lot of out of form runners. HARIBELLE DANOVER (1) showed she can win when 
smart but can she follow up?  Lets hope she does take out this lucky last race. HELIOS DES 
RACQUES (3) is capable of winning but is coming off two poor efforts. GUEST STAR (8) is 
holding form but her win record is atrocious so may be better for a place. GYNERIUM NAY (4) 
won well last time out and could follow up. 

SELECTIONS 

HARIBELLE DANOVER (1) - HELIOS DES RACQUES (3) - GUEST STAR (8) - GYNERIUM 

NAY (4) 
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